
     
 

COVER UP ! 

 

COVER UP is a participation game for 2-4 players. It is obviously preferable if there is a mix 

of male and female players, but can be played with all males or females. To start the game 

everybody should be wearing the same number of clothes. For men these are Pants, Trousers, 

Shirt, Jumper and Socks. For women they are Nickers, Skirt, Bra, Blouse and Shoes. It is best 

if everyone sits facing the computer and space should be made for placing clothes that are 

removed during the game. A separate pile is needed for each person, and not one for 

everything, this will be explained later. You are now ready to play, so load the game. 

 

When you see the initial screen, enter sex and name. The player number is displayed and the 

'counter' that person is to use. Just press M for male and F for female. Wait until the cursor 

appears in the name block, enter the name and press Enter when done. When the correct 

number of players has been entered, press '0' in the sex column, to enter the game. This is 

done automaticaly when there are 4 players. The counter pieces are CUNT, PRICK, BOOB 

and BUM. 

 

When you see the games screen there are several sections. Top left are pictures showing the 

clothes worn by that player. Top right is the board and 'change card' in the centre. Bottom left  

is the message pad, this shows the name of the person whos go it is and any messages telling 

them what to do. Bottom right are the two dice. These are rolled at the start of each persons 

turn. The values of the dice are BUM=1, BOOBS=2, PRICK=3 and CUNT=4. The total of the 

throw is displayed above the dice. 

 

After every move or action the message 'PRESS ANY KEY' will be displayed, regardless of 

whether anything has happened. If you get fed up with pressing a key all the time, just press N 

when the message is displayed and it will only be shown when an action has to be taken. To 

return to the original state just press Y during the message. 

 

The counters start at the bottom left of the board and move clockwise. After you have 'thrown' 

the dice you will automaticaly move round the board. The actions taken when you land on a 

square are as follows. 

 

WHITE (normal or bright) 

Nothing happens. 



 

YELLOW 

You are given a credit (max of 2), these can be used if you are asked to remove an item of 

clothing. You may not wish to bear all, so you can use a credit, but you may wish to save 

them until things get more embarrassing. Just press Y (yes) or N (no) when asked if you wish 

to use one. 

 

GREEN 

You loose a credit, if you have any. 

 

CYAN 

The chance card will flash and you will be given an action to do. These are STRIP, DRESS, 

SWAP and KISS. Kiss is only displayed if there is a mix of males and females. 

 

STRIP. The item to be removed will be displayed in the message pad. You should then take 

off that item and put it infront of you to create a pile of your clothes not being worn. 

 

DRESS. Take the displayed item from your pile and put it on. 

 

SWAP. Take the item shown from SOMEONE ELSES pile and put it on. This item will be 

refered to as yours. 

 

If you are fully dressed when asked to dress, or everyone else is dressed when asked to swap, 

then you can nominate someone to remove an item of clothing. Just press the number of that 

player when asked. Be careful not to nominate someone who is naked or out of the game, you 

will have wasted your turn. If you are feeling 'HOT', then you can even nominate yourself. 

 

KISS. A person will be named and the part of their body you have to kiss. These are the Lips, 

Bum, Boobs and Cunt if female, or Prick if male. You should kiss that part of their body 

through any clothes they may be wearing at the time. 

 

When you are naked and asked to strip, you will have to kiss someones bum, as a forfeit. You 

will then be out of the game. 

 

The game will continue until only one person is left. That person is then the winner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

'STOP'. Restart Game. 


